CRITICAL NOTES
JEROBOAM'S RISE TO POWER: A REJOINDER
In 1967' I suggested that the peculiarities of the LXX's first account of Jeroboam's rise
to power, 1 Kgs 11 :43-12:24, might be understood as arising from a desire to whitewash
Jeroboam's character, and that the LXX's second account of his rise to power, 1 Kgs
12 :24•-z, was clearly an attempt to blacken his character as much as possible. An article
and a critical note in this journal" have subsequently carried the discussion further, and both
of them have put forward views contrary to my own. I myself have also added some further
remarks on the topic in Textus 7 (1969) 11-13; since these remarks have particular relevance to some of the points made in the article I shall not comment further on it here.
But on the critical note I should like to comment at some length. My purpose is not to
maintain that my views were right after all, but to question some of the basic assumptions
and methods adopted by the note in its use of the LXX evidence. These assumptions and
methods are inadequate and misleading. But the author of the note is not the only one who
from time to time indulges in them. And, therefore, it may do no harm to question them;
for if these assumptions come by unchallenged use to be accepted as axioms, they will
inevi tab! y lead to erroneous results.
The note says (pp. 217-18); "In this note we hope to demonstrate via textual criticism
that the contrary• is true, i.e., that the LXX bears witness to an old Hebrew tradition according to which Jeroboam did not return from Egypt or participate in the Shechem assembly
until after the murder of Adoram." In the process of the demonstration it uses three main
arguments.
Argument 1. "Our case begins with the reading from 1 Kgs 12; 12.
MT l:l)IM '?::Jl l:l)l::l,, l::l'l
LXX Ka.l 1ra.peyivovro 1ras 'Iupa.1JA
Many commentators (see also Biblia Hebraica) delete l l:l)l::l,, "with the Greek." We
must not fail to note; however, that the LXX is even more divergent, presupposing not just
a shorter text, but a different one, '?K,tv' '?::l K::l' l. This verse states, therefore, that all
Israel- with no explicit mention of Jeroboam- came to Rehoboam the third day."
The kernel of this argument, which we are asked not to miss, is that whereas the absence
of any equivalent of l l:l)l::l,' from the Greek might merely mean that the Greek was based
on a Hebrew text shorter than the MT, the fact that the Greek has 1riis 'Iupa.7J'A. and not
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1riis o Xa6s shows that it was based on a Hebrew text that was not only shorter than, but
different from, the MT. The basic assumption of the argument is, then, that not only is
the LXX based on a Hebrew text that sometimes differs from the MT, but every detail of
the LXX, however small, faithfully reflects the Hebrew on which the LXX was based; so
that if the LXX here says 1riis 'lupaTJA and not 1riis o Xa6s, it can be assumed without further
argument that there must have been a Hebrew text which at this point read r,N,W' r,::l and
not as the MT C))il r,::l. Now it is a matter of common knowledge what leads people, or at
least encourages them, nowadays to make a basic assumption of this kind: the non-MT-type
of Hebrew manuscripts from Qumran which agree with the LXX have shown that the
LXX's peculiarities are more likely to be based on Hebrew texts than we have hitherto
thought. But they have not given us grounds for thinking that every single difference between the LXX and the MT presupposes that same difference in some H ebrew Vorlage; and
it is quite mistaken to proceed as if they had. Other possibile causes of difference have not
automatically been ruled out, and one still needs to assess the comparative likelihood of the
competing possibilities, before deciding which is the most probable.
To take just one such possibility. In its third argument the note under discussion
argues, as we shall presently find, that the MT of 1 Kgs 12 :3a differs from the LXX of
1 Kings 12 because it (the MT) has suffered influence from the parallel passage in the
MT of 2 Chronicles 10. But was it only the MT that could suffer influence from parallel
passages? Could not a LXX verse suffer similar influence from a parallel verse in the LXX?
The difference in question berween the MT and the LXX in 1 Kgs 12:12 concerns a common phrase in which variations naturally occur, particularly when the variations are synonymous and do not alter the meaning. And these variations occur not only berween the MT
and the LXX but within the LXX evidence itself. Here are some examples from 1
Kings 12:

MT
vs. 1
vs. 3
vs. 12
vs. 16
vs. 20(1)
(2)

,N,W'
,N,W' 'ili'
C))il
,N,W'
r,N,lt''
,N,lt''

'::l
'::l
'::l
'::l
'::l
'::l

1rcis 'IupaTJX]

o Xa6s]
1r£iS

'Iupa17X]

1nis 'Iupa17X]
1reis 'Iupa17A]

LXX
omnis populus Israel La.
omnis populus Arm
1TciS' o Xa6s 74-242
1riis o Xa6s b o c. e2
'lupa17X Ax

'IupaTJA

Is it not even a theoretical possibility that the LXX, or rather, most of the LXX MSS,
use 1riis 'IupaTJA and not 1ras o Xa6s in vs. 12 simply because of the influence of 1riis 'lupaTJA
in vss. 1, 16, 20? At any rate one could hardly maintain that every variant in every strand
of the Greek evidence throughout these verses presupposed a different Hebrew text. Clearly
some variants in the Greek have occurred independently of any Hebrew text. It is not
enough, then, to assume without argument in any particular instance that the right explanation is "different Hebrew Vorlage" and not "independent variation."
Argument 2. This argument is in rwo parts. First: "Secondly, an examination of 1
Kings 12 :2-3a discloses not only that the LXX omits these verses, but that their presence
would seem to be precluded by 1 Kings 12 :20 which reports that Jeroboam returned from
Egypt only after the initial negotiations at Shechem."
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But neither the MT nor the LXX of 1 Kgs 12:20 reports any such thing. What they
both say happened after the initial negotiations is "And it came to pass that when all Israel
heard that Jeroboam had returned ... "; and that is clearly not the same thing as saying
that Jeroboam returned at that time. One is, of course, at liberty to argue that Jeroboam
could not have returned earlier, otherwise the people would have heard of it earlier; but
that would be only an inference, and not necessarily a correct inference. And when the
issue at stake is the exact time of Jeroboam's return as given by vs. 20 and whether or not
that timing conflicts with the information given in vss. 2-3a, it is a petitio principii to state
one's inference from the text as though it were the text itself.
Second: "LXXB' s inclusion of material similar in content and length to vss. 2-3a in
11 :43 is a correction by a later hand, requiring the awkward doubling of the regnal formula."
Now doubtless the positioning of this material is the work of a later corrector, for no
original text would have doubled the regnal formula in this way. But this of itself does
not prove that the later corrector himself translated all or any of the material which he
placed in this secondary position. Maybe he did translate it, out maybe he did not; one
should not simply assume without further argument that he did. The material contains a
verb in the historic present (i!pxera<), and H. St. ]. Thackeray,' D. Barthelemy," and J. D.
Shenkel" all maintain that historic presents in Samuel and Kings are a sure mark of the
original translator. Now I do not think that this criterion is as consistently valid as they
do; but at least I have given reasons for my view.• To contradict my view and then to
offer an explanation which conflicts with the weighty theory of Thackeray, Barthelemy, and
Shenkel without even acknowledging that it does conflict with it, and without providing
any reasons for thinking that their theory is wrong, would seem a somewhat facile procedure.
Argument 3. "Furthermore, a close study of 1 Kings 12 :3a and its parallel in 2 Chronicles 10:3a demonstrates that the half-verse in Kings can only be interpreted as an addition
from Chronicles, as the following readings from Chronicles make clear.
MT
LXXB
LXXA

l,:l,'l ?N,W' ?:n
Ka! 1rao-a '/] iKKA7Jdla ~A.Oov•
Ka! 1rao-a '/] hKA7Jula 'lupa?)A.

If the Vorlage of UCXB was lN:l ?i1j:Ji1 ?:n, the reading in LXXA can be interpreted as a
partial correction containing translations for ?i1i' and MT's ?N,W', though, like Vaticanus,
Consequently the Kings MT reading ?N,W' ?i1i' ?:n is a
lacking any word for
conflation of synonymous variants ?N,W' ?:n (MT) and ?i1j:Ji1 ?::ll (LXXB cf. LXXA),
attested separately in Chronicles texts. The secondary character of 1 Kings 12 :3a MT is
reasonably certain.

,,::l,'l.
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(Footnote) 4. f}Mov presumably represents a divergent Hebrew text. Compare the
Syriac: wklh ysryl 'tw(!) w'mryn, 'and all Israel came (pl. verb) and said."'
The claim put forward in this argument that "the half-verse in Kings can only be
interpreted as an edition from Chronicles" is certainly sweeping, and at first sight the
evidence on which it is based - sundry variations in the phrases "all Israel" and "all the
congregation of Israel"- increases, rather than decreases, its initial incredibility. The
facts are these: the phrase 'm"lt~~l 'mp r,:l and its Greek equivalent rrarra. (7J) fKKATJrTia.
'lrrpa.,]!l. occur in 1 Kgs 8:14, 22, 55; 1 Chr 13 :2; 2 Chr 6:3, 12, 13. The similar, but
slightly different, phrase r,npn r,:l mirra. i] eKKATJrTia. occurs in Chronicles but not, it would
seem, in Kings. When, therefore, in 1 Kgs 12:3 the MT uses the phrase ?~"1W' ?np r,:l
one might have thought that it was merely repeating its usage of 8:14, 22 and 25. But not
so, apparently; that would be an impossible explanation. The only possible way of accounting for the presence of r,~.,w, r,np r,:l in the MT of 1 Kgs 12:3 is to say that it is an
addition from Chronicles! But the MT of the parallel passage in Chronicles does not have
?~"1tr' ?np ?:l but only ?N'1W' r,:l, nor is any other extant Hebrew text of Chronicles cited
which has ?~"1W' r,np r,:l. Nevertheless we are assured that the only possible explanation

is that the phrase in 1 Kings was taken from Chronicles. What, then, is the evidence that
compels us to this confident, yet unlikely, explanation?
First, a hypothesis. "If the Vorlage of LXXB was 1~::!. 'mpn ?:l1 ...." But was it?
We have already noticed the uncertainties that beset the assumption that every detail in the
original LXX presupposes a corresponding detail in a Hebrew text. But here there is a
further problem. The reading of LXX 8 is supported by a tiny minority of MSS and is
only one out of three main variants.• It may not be the original LXX reading - Rahlfs
thinks it is not. What is worse, it may be only an inner-Greek corruption and not based
on a Hebrew text at all. The first hypothesis is precarious in itself; it also rests on another
unproven assumption, that B's text is not corrupt.
Secondly, a hypothesis. " ... the reading in LXXA can be interpreted as a partial correction . .. ." Yes, it cottld be; but then it could be the original of which B's text is a
corruption. Rahlfs, at any rate, thinks that it is. But suppose A's text is not original:
while it could be a correction, it need not be. It could simply be the result of accidental
variation between common, very similar phrases, independent of any fresh consultation of
variant Hebrew texts.
Thirdly, a deduction. "Consequently the Kings MT reading r,N"1W' r,np ?:l1 is a conflation of synonymous variants ?~"1W' ?:l1 (MT) and ?npn ?:l1 (LXXB, cf. LXXA) . . . .
The logic behind this "consequently" is very odd. How can any Masoretic text be said
to be in its present state as a consequence of the state of the Greek text LXXA? What the
writer seems to mean is that the history of the Greek text LXXA (as he conceives it to
have been) leads him in consequence to suggest by analogy that the MT of 1 Kings may
have come into being by a similar process. But if so, the suggestion amounts merely to a
conjecture.
8

Just because LXXA may have arrived at a Greek equivalent of ?~"1tv' ?np ?:l

Kal rrarra
TJAIJ€ i y]].
Kal rrarra

.q
.q

fKKATJrTia f}AI!ov

B c. i "' [[om. 7J y

EKKATJrTia !7JA (f.'ET aVTOV !7JA

Ka.l rrarra i] fKKATJrTia !7JA

A (iO'il.) N

b')
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EKKATJrTia]
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by secondary conflation, it does not follow that the same phrase in the MT of 1 Kings must
have come about in the same way. At most, it only suggests that it may have come
about so.
Fourthly, a summary. "The secondary character of 1 Kings 12 :3a MT is reasonably
certain." As a description of a conjecture built on successive hypotheses, "reasonably certain" is somewhat exaggerated. But by what step of logic does this exaggeration transform
itself into the statement that "the half-verse in Kings can only be interpreted as an addition
from Chronicles"? Suppose that LXXB's reading is not a corruption but the o'riginal LXX
reading, based on a non-MT-type Hebrew Vorlage; then suppose that LXXA>s reading is a
correction, and not an accidental development; after that suppose that the correction was
based on a Hebrew text that in itself was a conflation; and then all you have is a Hebrew
text of 2 Chr 10:3 that was the same as the MT text of 1 Kgs 12:3. How does that prove
that the MT of Kings took over its reading from Chronicles, and not that this particular
Hebrew text of Chronicles was influenced by the MT of 1 Kings, or that they both arrived
at the same phrase independently, or that the Chronicles text is secondary, and the Kings
text likewise secondary, but that the Kings text has been influenced not by Chronicles but
by other occurrences of the phrase in Kings? The claim that "the half-verse in Kings can
only be interpreted as an addition from Chronicles" is unwarranted. Qumran has taught us
many things, but not, we may hope, to make assertions like this.
D. W. GoaDING
THE QUEEN'S UNIVERSI1Y, BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND

TARGUM NEOFITI 1 TO DEUT 31:7
The rendering l"'iNM M~)l M' 'i)I•M MN •'1N, "for you shall bring this people,''1 in Neofiti 1' to Deut 31 :7, where the MT reads Mm C)IM MN N1:J.M MMN ':l, "for you shall go with
this people,"• calls for a re-examination of this passage, since both the ancient and modern
versions are anything but unanimous in their translations of it.
The problem involves the verbal form of Nl:J.M. In the MT it is clearly a qal form
"to come," and the. following particle MN is the preposition "with." This reading is reflected in some of the ancient versions, among them the LXX/ Targum Pseudo-Jonathan,"
1
The text of Neofiti 1 consulted was The Palestinian Targum to the Pentateuch: Codex
Vaticanus (Neo/iti I) (2 vols.; Jerusalem: Makor, 1970). The English translation is my
own.
2
Hereafter referred to as N.
3
The Holy Bible: Revised Standard Version (London and Glasgow: Collins, 1952).
'The Greek rendering is somewhat unique in this case, translating Nl:J.M MMN ':l by uv
'/UP elO'iAdiO'!J (for you shall go in); it continues with 1rpo 1rpMtlnrov roD A.aov rourov (before the face of this people) implying a Hebrew Vorlage which reads mM C)IM ·~!lr, instead
of MT Mm C)/M 11N. In fact Deut 3 :28, dealing with this very same charge to Joshua, reads
mM C)IM ' ~ ll'i '1:1)1' NlM ':l with the identical LXX translation for Mm C)IM ' ~!l 'i.
• Cf. M. Gins burger, Psettdo-]onathan (Berlin: Calvary, 1903: '~~M~ M~N Cl '1N,
1'1M N~)l C)l 'ill.''~' "for you are appointed to go up with this people."

